Take Your HR to the Cloud
Manage your workforce with partner managed
cloud for SAP® SuccessFactors® solutions

More and more small and midsize businesses are
demanding private cloud solutions.

58%

70%

Of small and midsize businesses
will consider cloud solutions in
the future1

Of small and midsize businesses
that have implemented cloud
services say their top expected
benefits were met or exceeded2

“Cloud-based
solutions are no
longer just being
used by fast-growing
early adopters.
They are now the
leading delivery
preference for the
market as a whole.”4

US$40.6 billion
Estimated worldwide revenue from hosted private cloud by 20193

Run the latest SAP® software through partner managed cloud to:

Use operational
expenditure

Lower cost

Maintain just
one contract

Speed
implementation

Leverage the market-leading SAP® SuccessFactors® HCM Suite to
take your HR to the cloud.
“Core” Package

“All In” Package
Employee central payroll (ECP multitenant)

Employee
central payroll
(ECP
multitenant)

SAP SuccessFactors Enterprise basic package, option for
SAP Cloud Platform Integration
Employee
central

Employee
central

Recruiting
(marketing and
management)

Onboarding

Performance
and goals

Compensation

Learning

Workforce
analytics

Workforce
planning

SAP Jam™,
Collaboration,
advanced
edition

Succession and
development

With partner managed cloud you can benefit from:
A fully managed
cloud business
process
outsourcing
service for one or
more functions

Single-vendor handling
for subscription
license, services, and
support

Learn
more

Partner
intellectual
property and
industry expertise

Proven SAP software
functionality

Rapid time to value
and lower total cost
of ownership

To find out more about partner managed cloud for
SAP SuccessFactors solutions, please get in touch today.
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